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Abstract. Spatial join is the most expensive operation in geographic databases, 

but essentially important to compute spatial relationships intrinsic to geographic 

data. In account of spatial relationships real world entities may affect the 

behavior of other entities in the neighborhood. Spatial relationships are 

fundamental for knowledge discovery in geographic databases and are strongly 

related to the discovered patterns. Knowledge discovery is a user-dependent 

process, but the user is usually neither an expert in geographic databases nor in 

spatial relationships. This paper presents an approach to reduce the number of 

spatial relationships for knowledge discovery, using a geo-ontology and 

semantic spatial integrity constraints. We show how spatial constraints can help 

the user of knowledge discovery in both defining the semantically consistent 

spatial relationships and reducing the verification of unnecessary relationships. 

1 Introduction 

The increasing use of geographic data in different application domains has resulted in 

large amounts of data stored in geographic databases. Geographic data are real world 

entities, also called spatial features [1], which have a location on Earth’s surface. All 

spatial features (e.g. Portugal, Spain) belong to a feature type (e.g. country), and have 

both non-spatial attributes (e.g. name, population) and spatial attributes (geographic 

coordinates x,y). Figure 1 shows an example of spatial feature types, where shape is a 

spatial attribute characterizing the geometric representation (e.g. point, line or 

polygon), and the map is a graphical representation of some shapes. 

Beyond the spatial attributes, there are implicit spatial relationships, which are 

intrinsic to geographic data, but usually not explicitly stored in geographic databases 

(e.g. Roads cross Rivers). Because of spatial relationships real world entities can 

affect the behavior of other features in the neighborhood. These implicit correlations 

can only be discovered with specific techniques for knowledge discovery.  

Knowledge discovery in databases (KDD) is the non-trivial process of identifying 

valid, novel, potentially useful, and ultimately understandable patterns from data [2]. 

In geographic databases knowledge discovery is the extraction of interesting spatial 

patterns and features, general relationships between spatial and non-spatial data, and 

other general characteristics of data not explicitly stored in these databases [3].  

 



 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1. Spatial feature types and its graphical representation (map)  

Spatial join is the operation to compute spatial relationships between two spatial 

features. It is the most expensive operation in geographic databases for both spatial 

data analysis and knowledge discovery. 

The algorithms for knowledge discovery are not intelligent enough to decide which 

aspects in geographic databases are relevant or not to the discovery process. The 

relationships and many other parameters should be provided by the KDD user, what 

makes the discovery process extremely user-dependent. However, the KDD user is 

usually not an expert in geographic databases, and he may not have enough 

background knowledge to decide which aspects to consider in the discovery process. 

Geographic data share a large number of spatial relationships, but many are 

irrelevant to the discovery process and are unnecessarily calculated. For example, an 

island is a piece of land surrounded by water. In a geographic database, island should 

be represented as a spatial feature type with a mandatory relationship with a spatial 

feature type water. So, why should we compute spatial relationships between islands 

and water resources for knowledge discovery if by definition they are related to each 

other? Why should we consider this kind of relationships if they will create patterns 

with high confidence without adding novel knowledge? These and other aspects are 

usually not familiar to the KDD user, but are well-known concepts to geographers or 

geographic database designers.  

Geographic database designers or specialists in Geography know the nature, the 

concepts, and the semantics of geographic data, so they are able to specify both 

mandatory and prohibited spatial relationships which define spatial integrity 

constraints. By specifying these constraints in a geo-ontology, the knowledge of 

specialists in geographic data can be reused to help the KDD user. 

In the literature, there are basically two approaches for knowledge discovery in 

geographic databases: one is based on quantitative reasoning, which mainly computes 

distance relationships; and the other is based on qualitative reasoning. Algorithms 

based on qualitative reasoning [3,4,5,6,7] compute spatial relationships according to a 

relationships hierarchy, but they neither filter the relationships nor consider if they are 

geometrically possible or semantically consistent.  

In this paper we show how to reduce the number of topological relationships for 

knowledge discovery in geographic databases with spatial integrity constraints and 

geo-ontologies. The novelty of our approach is the use of geo-ontologies as prior 
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knowledge to eliminate mandatory as well as prohibited topological relationships 

expressed by spatial integrity constraints, and deduce which topological relations may 

lead to interesting patterns in the KDD process. 

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the basic 

concepts of spatial relationships and spatial constraints. Section 3 presents a geo-

ontology meta-model for geographic data and spatial integrity constraints. Section 4 

shows how geo-ontologies and spatial integrity constraints can be used as prior 

knowledge to reduce geographic data pre-processing for knowledge discovery. 

Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper and suggests some directions of future work. 

2 Spatial Relationships and Semantic Integrity Constraints 

Geographic data share basically 3 types of spatial relationships: direction, distance, 

and topological. Direction relationships deal with the order as spatial features are 

located in space. Distance relations are based on the Euclidean distance between two 

spatial features. Our focus in this paper is on topological relations, which describe 

concepts of adjacency, containment and intersection between two spatial features.  

There are many approaches in the literature to formally define a set of topological 

relationships among points, lines and polygons [8,9]. The OGC (Open GIS 

Consortium) [10], which is an organization dedicated for developing standards for 

spatial operations and spatial data interchange to provide interoperability between 

Geographic Information Systems (GIS), defines a standard set of topological 

operations: disjoint, overlaps, touches, contains, within, crosses and equals.  

Considering the geometric representation of spatial features, different topological 

relationships are applicable. Table 1 shows the topological relationships, standardized 

by the OGC, considering the geometry of two spatial feature types. Empty boxes and 

checked boxes respectively represent impossible and possible relationships between 

two geometries. For example, two spatial features represented as line and polygon, 

respectively, can share the relationships disjoint, touches, within and crosses.  

Table 1. Topological relationships between points, lines and polygons [10] 

               Topological                                                       

                  Relation 
 Geometric  

Combination 

Disjoint Overlaps Touches Contains Within Crosses Equals  

Point(•)  Point(•) �   � �  � 

Point(•)  Line(/) �  �  � �  

Point(•)  Polygon(□) �  �  � �  

Line(/)  Line(/) � � � � � � � 

Line(/)  Polygon(□) �  �  � �  

Polygon(□)  Polygon(□) � � � � �  � 

 

Spatial integrity constraints encompass the peculiarities of geographic data and  

spatial relationships. Their purpose is to warrant as well as to maintain both the 

quality and the consistency of spatial features in geographic databases. Cockroft [11] 

proposed three types of spatial integrity constraints: topological, semantic, and user 

defined constraints. Topological integrity constraints refer to the topological 

consistency of the shape, such as “the boundary of a state must be contained inside 



the shape of the country”. Semantic constraints refer to the spatial consistency of 

spatial features according to their meaning (e.g. “lakes cannot contain rivers”). User 

defined integrity constraints are equivalent of “business rules” defined in non-

geographic databases, such as, “residential areas must lie farther than 1000 meters 

from a nuclear plant”. 

Serviane [12] presented topological-semantic integrity constraints, which define 

mandatory or prohibited topological relationships according to the semantic of the 

spatial feature. Considering only the geometric representation of spatial features most 

topological relationships are possible. Considering their meaning, it is possible to 

define which topological relation is consistent and which one is inconsistent. 

Extending the approach to specify topological-semantic constraints proposed by 

Bogorny [13], in order to support the cardinality “all”, for mandatory disjoint 

relationships, a topological-semantic constraint between two spatial feature types A 

and B can be defined as: 
<constraint> ::= <spatialFeatureTypeA><predicate> <spatialFeatureTypeB>   

<predicate> ::= <relType> <minCard> <maxCard>                                            

<relType>::=‘touches’|’overlaps’|’equals’|’within’|’contains’|’crosses’|’disjoint’                                                                        

<minCard>      ::= 0|1| a  

<maxCard>     ::= 0|1| a    

The predicate of a spatial constraint is given by a relationship type relType, a 

minimum cardinality <minCard>, and a maximum cardinality <maxCard>. The 

predicate can express mandatory constraints, which are given by the cardinalities (a,a) 

for the relationship disjoint, and (1,1) for the remaining topological relationships. A 

spatial constraint for Hospital with Factory, for example, can be defined as 

<Hospital> <disjoint><a><a><Factory>, where all instances of Hospital are disjoint 

to ALL instances of Factory. A spatial constraint for Island with Water Resource, for 

example, where every Island has a within relationship with only one Water Resource 

can be expressed such as: <Island> <within> <1><1> <Water Resource>.  

Prohibited constraints are defined through the cardinalities (0,0). For example, 

<River> <contains> <0><0> <Road>. 

3 Geo-Ontologies 

Ontology is an explicit specification of a conceptualization [14]. More specifically, 

ontology is a logic theory corresponding to the intentional meaning of a formal 

vocabulary, that is, an ontological commitment with a specific conceptualization of 

the world [15]. It is an agreement of both the concepts meaning and the structure of a 

specific domain. Each concept definition must be unique, clear, complete, and non-

ambiguous. The structure represents the properties of the concept, including a 

description, attributes and relationships with others concepts.   

Ontologies have been used recently in many and different fields in Computer 

Science, such as Artificial Intelligence, Databases, Conceptual Modeling, Semantic 

Web, etc. Although research is not so far yet in ontologies for geographic data [16], 

some geo-ontologies have been emerging recently. Besides defining a geo-ontology 

for administrative data for the country of Portugal, Chaves [17] defines a geo-

ontology meta-model, named GKB (Geographic Knowledge Base). 



GKB provides the concept of spatial Feature, which is represented as a class, and 

is associated to a Feature_Type, whose instances represent all feature types specified 

for a domain. For example, Country is an instance of Feature_Type, while Brazil and 

Portugal are instances of Feature. The class Name has names identified for every 

feature in all available information sources, including synonyms. Concepts of 

relationships among features in GKB are specified through the classes Relationship 

and Relationship_Type, which can assume concepts of partOf and adjacency. 

In our point of view, a geo-ontology should provide the definition of the main 

aspects of geographic data, which are already defined in geographic meta-models for 

conceptual modeling (e.g. MADS, OMT-G) and standardized by the OGC. Based on 

these definitions, a geographic concept should have, at least: one spatial attribute 

given by a geometry, non-spatial attributes, relationships with other geographic 

concepts, and spatial constraints. The relationships can be conventional, such as 

aggregations or associations, or spatial, such as topological, distance or order. 

Considering these characteristics, we extended the GKB proposed in [17] to support 

geometry and spatial integrity constraints. 

Figure 3 shows the extended GKB meta-model. The classes GM_Object and 

GM_ObjectType were added following the OGC definitions. GM_ObjectType 

represents the geometric representation of a feature type (e.g. point, line, and 

polygon). GM_Object is an instance of a geometric type associated to a specific 

feature. The cardinalities 0, 1, and a added to the dual relationship between the classes 

Relationship and Feature define concepts of mandatory or prohibited constraints.  

Fig. 3. Extended GKB to support geometry, topological relationships and spatial constraints 

4 Geo-Ontologies and the KDD Process 

The possible binary topological relationships between two geometric objects shown in 

Table 1 can be significantly reduced if we consider the semantics of each object. 

Table 2 shows an example of the same geometric combinations illustrated in Table 1, 

giving a different semantics to each geometric object. The geometries point and line, 

for example, can share the relationships disjoint, touches, within and crosses (see 

Table 1). Considering that point and line have respectively the semantics of Bridge 
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and River (see Table 2), then only crosses is semantically consistent. The 

combinations line/line, for example, can share any topological relation, but if their 

semantics is respectively River and Road, then only disjoint, touches and crosses are 

consistent (see Table 2). For the combination polygon/polygon with the semantics 

State and Country respectively, only the relationship within is consistent.   

Table 2. Possible topological relationships considering the semantics of the feature types 

               Topological                                                       

                    Relation 
Semantic 

Combinations 

Disjoint Overlaps Touches Contains Within Crosses Equals  

Factory (•)  Hospital (•) �       

Bridge (•)  River ( /)      �  

Factory (•) Airport( □) �  �     

River (/)  Road (/) �  �   �  

Beach (/)  Sea (□)   �     

State (□)  Country (□)     �   

 

Although the topological relationships shown in Table 2 are semantically possible, 

not all of them are interesting for knowledge discovery. So, if beside considering the 

semantics of the features we also consider spatial integrity constraints, it is possible to 

reduce still more the number of spatial joins and define which relationships should be 

computed for knowledge discovery. 

Applying spatial integrity constraints, Table 3 shows the possible topological 

relationships between the same feature types shown in Table 2. Considering only the 

semantics of the spatial feature types, we would have 9 possible relationships 

according to the example shown in Table 2. Considering spatial integrity constraints 

we would have only 3 relevant relationships to consider in the discovery process.   

Table 3. Topological relationships for knowledge discovery 

              Topological                                                       
                   Relation 

Semantic 

Combinations 

Disjoint Overlaps Touches Contains Within Crosses Equals  

Factory (•)  Hospital (•)        

Bridge (•)  River ( /)        

Factory (•) Airport( □)   �     

River (/)  Road (/)   �   �  

Beach (/)  Sea (□)        

State (□)  Country (□)        

 

On the one hand, the prohibited constraints forbid the inconsistent relationships, so 

they should not exist in the database. By consequence, they do not need to be 

computed for spatial analysis or knowledge discovery. On the other hand, mandatory 

relationships will produce patterns with high confidence in the discovery process 

because mandatory relationships will always hold if the database is consistent. 

However, these patterns will not add novel knowledge to the discovery. 

Despite mandatory and prohibited constraints do not explicitly define the relevant 

relationships for knowledge discovery, we are able to eliminate those which are 



mandatory or prohibited, and specify those which are possible. Let us consider the set 

of all topological relationships as R = {touches, contains, within, crosses, overlaps, 

equals, disjoint}. T is the set of topological relationships geometrically possible 

between two feature types A and B. Pr is the set of prohibited relationships between 

A and B, M is the set of mandatory relationships and PKDD is the set of possible 

relationships for knowledge discovery. If a prohibited constraint is given between A 

and B, then the set of possible relationships is PKDD(A,B) = T(A,B) – Pr(A,B). If a 

mandatory constraint is defined between A and B, then PKDD(A,B) = φ.  
The approximate reduction cost of computing spatial joins for each pair of spatial 

feature types A and B for knowledge discovery is given by Rcost(A,B) = (|T(A,B)| - 

|PKDD(A,B)|). Costre(A,B), where Costre (A,B) is the time to compute each topological 

relationship between A and B. The cost to browse the geo-ontology is not considered.   

In the discovery process, a data pre-processing algorithm can compute the 

topological relationships according to the properties of the feature types specified in 

the geo-ontology. For example, let us consider that the feature type of interest 

specified by the KDD user is River and that the relevant feature types to be spatially 

compared with River are Road, Hospital, and Island. Suppose that in a geo-ontology 

River has the properties of a mandatory relationship disjoint with Hospital and a 

prohibited relationship contains, overlaps, inside and equals with Road, but no 

property with Island. The first step of the pre-processing algorithm is to read the 

properties of River and specify that PKDD(River,Road) = {touches, crosses} and 

PKDD(River,Hospital) =φ. As PKDD is already defined for Road and Hospital, the second 
step is to read the properties of Island in the geo-ontology, and specify PKDD(River,Island). 

Suppose that Island has the property of a mandatory relationship within, with River, 

than PKDD(River,Island) =φ.  

5 Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper we presented a geo-ontology meta-model to define concepts and 

properties of geographic data. Through the properties we can specify spatial integrity 

constraints, which forbid or obligate specific topological relationships between 

specific feature types.  

Considering only the geometry of spatial feature types, a certain number of 

topological relationships is possible. We showed how this number can be reduced if 

we consider the semantics of the spatial features and their spatial integrity constraints, 

using geo-ontologies. We also showed how the spatial integrity constraints can 

contribute for knowledge discovery in geographic databases. The mandatory and the 

prohibited spatial relationships defined by the constraints are irrelevant to the 

discovery process because of two reasons: - prohibited relationships will never exist 

if the database is consistent; and - mandatory relationships will produce patterns with 

high confidence but which do not add any novel knowledge to the discovery process.  

As future work, we will study the application of distance and order constraints and 

how we can reduce the number of spatial joins for the KDD process with different 

combinations of spatial relationships.  
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